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1.  INTRODUCTION
The NPCC views with deep concern the communal divide in the nation since 

the BJP came back to power. The present regime openly promotes and propagates 
the antithesis of what national leaders had consistently championed in the past. 

The Election for 13th Assembly of Nagaland presents a unique opportunity for 
the people of Nagaland to bring a much needed change by defeating NPF’s15-year 
reign of corruption. NPF’s collusion with anti-minority hardcore Hindutva forces has 
taken the state backward in terms of economy, culture, education and fundamental 
rights. NPF’s partnership with fascist RSS-backed BJP has completely undermined 
the religious faith and practices of the people. This Election is also an occasion 
for Nagas to cherish the past and claim the future by electing a secular party to 
govern. Nagaland cannot afford another 5 years of an oppressive government that 
has partnered with the BJP to destroy all that the people of Nagaland stand for. 
Therefore, the people of Nagaland should commence the fall of 15 years of NPF 
misrule that has resulted in stunted development.

The other part of the country already considers us as one of the most corrupt 
states in the Union despite been a Christian State. Society is rapidly and dangerously 
changing from our old virtues to worshiping riches. In this transition and time of 
trial, we must together wake up to end corruption and save ourselves or perish 
together as the most corrupt people in the nation.

2.  NPCC’s POLITICAL STAND:
a) The safeguards enshrined in the Constitution have made Nagaland one of the 

most privileged states in the nation. We owe all that we have today, to the 
wisdom of the Naga Political Movement that took off with the submission of 
Memorandum to Simon Commission on 10th January 1929. They were able to 
visualise the menace of communalism that we face today. It is their vision that 
has preserved our culture, customs, food habits and won us statehood. Our 
special gratitude goes to Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, the then Prime Minister of India 
who stood alone in Parliament to defend the cause of the Nagas and granted 
Statehood to a mere 3.60 Lakh people out of 42 Crs. in the nation then.

b) We continue to uphold the 10-Point Modalities signed in 1978 with the AICC 
President Madam Indira Gandhi in the presence of Shri. A. R. Antulay, General 
Secretary, AICC. The 10-Point Modalities have given NPCC a unique place in the 
Indian National Congress Party.
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The 10 Points are:

1. The Nagaland Pradesh Congress (I) Party shall be national in outlook 
but regional in content.

2. The NPCC shall be supreme in all matters concerning the affairs of the 
State of Nagaland and it shall have its own constitution.

3. The NPCC (I) to be represented in AICC, Working Committee and in the 
party Headquarters in Delhi.

4. The basic political and socio-economic program of the State shall be 
to preserve the Naga identity and develop the Naga way of life.

5. It shall endeavour to solve the Naga political problem through 
peaceful and Constitutional means.

6. To uphold Art 371A (1) (a) of the Constitution of India to protect and 
preserve the traditions, culture, customary laws/usages, social and 
religious practices, land and its resources.

7. To implement unimplemented points of the 16-Point Agreement 
of 1960 between the Government of India and the Naga People’s 
Convention.

8. To give adequate representation to the Nagas in the Indian Parliament.
9. To create a Legislative Council for Nagaland.
10.  To recognise the regional language of Nagaland, i.e English Language 

and to insert it in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution of India.

3.  ANTI-MINORITY ACTS OF BJP & NPF RULING REGIME:
The BJP is the political arm of the RSS and the Hindutva brotherhood driven 

by a devilish resilience to persecute all minorities. The single objective of this nexus 
of evil is to create a Hindu Raj. The NPF has pledged their soul to this force of evil 
to loot and plunder Nagaland. The NPF-BJP nexus has resulted in RSS-BJP forcing 
its communal agenda in Nagaland through various means. Since forming the 
government in 2014, BJP has already introduced manifold changes to achieve its 
insidious communal agenda like:

i) Christmas (25 December) has been officially changed by the RSS-backed BJP 
to ‘Good Governance Day’ to deliberately persecute minorities celebrating 
Christmas. 

ii) The BJP even changed Good Friday to ‘Digital India Day’ following the diktat of the RSS.
iii) Father’s Day celebrated the world over as St. Joseph’s Day is now called ‘Yoga 

Day’ to appease the Hindutva forces.
iv) With disdain and hatred towards minorities, BJP leader Mrs. Sushma Swaraj 

has moved a motion to make the Bhagavad Gita the National Book (Rashtriya 
Granth) for all Indians irrespective of their religious faith.

v) RSS and its affiliate organizations are burning churches, raping nuns and 
other Christians, murdering church leaders in states where BJP has formed the 
government.
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vi) Ghar Wapsi (compulsory conversion from Christianity to Hinduism) is 
implemented with much fervor in BJP ruled states.

vii) BJP leader and Central Minister Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti declared that those 
Christians and Muslims who do not believe they are the children of Ram 
should leave India.

viii) U.P. Governor Shri. Ram Naik has declared Ram Temple to be built in total 
violation of the conduct of a Governor.

ix) BJP appointed Nagaland Governor posted a picture of Hindu Goddess on an 
official document to appease Hindutva forces.

x) BJP’s Delhi Assembly Election vision document declared people from 
Northeastern states are immigrants in Delhi. The Delhi public responded 
by denouncing the RSS-backed BJP and defeated this anti-Constitutional 
organization.

xi) The BJP government has banned minorities from eating beef which has 
been a traditional food habit for centuries. Scores of minorities were beaten 
and murdered by RSS and its affiliates for eating beef in all BJP ruled states.

xii) On the very same day, when P.M. Narendra Modi inaugurated the Hornbill 
festival in Nagaland in 2014, his Hindutva allies vandalized St. Stephens 
Church in East Delhi.

xiii) Christian Pastor Avdesh Kumar was paraded naked with half shaven head 
by Bajrang Dal a BJP affiliate in Chhattisgarh. Such persecution of Christians 
continues everyday in BJP ruled states. 
For NPF’s once political partner the BJP, Shri. A.B. Vajpayee’s Birthday is more 

important than Jesus Christ’s as it has converted Christmas to Good Governance 
day. It is a complete mockery that the BJP now appeals to the people of Nagaland 
to have confidence in the Constitution which guarantees protection and freedom 
of religion to every citizen while the perpetrators and Hindu fanatics seek to destroy 
every church and every Christian.

These dastardly acts are only the tip of the iceberg of their crimes against 
religious minorities across the country.

To pollute the minds and hearts of young children, the BJP has infused 
Hindutva narrative into history and other school books. Even morning prayers and 
songs have been altered to infuse hardcore Hindutva agenda into the innocent 
minds of young children. Furthermore, in the BJP ruled states in the North East, new 
Hindu-based departments are created in the Government to revive the Stone Age 
religions to allow Hindu communal forces to later classify them under Hinduism.

An RSS hardcore activist and BJP leader Shri. Anantakumar Hegde has openly 
stated that the Indian Constitution should be rewritten to remove the word ‘Secular’ 
so as to convert India into a Hindu state. The NPF’s silence and political embrace 
with the BJP is a sheer betrayal of the people.

They have even whimsically stopped foreign contributions to NGOs, 
missionaries, hospitals, schools, colleges and other missionary works. This has been 
done with the intent of hampering the humanitarian service rendered by them for 
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the poor and needy. They have also stopped scholarships to Theological students 
which is a great discrimination towards Christianity.

The Prime Minister has purposely maintained silence as he will not go against 
the RSS’ ultimate Hindutva agenda. But it is painful to note the NPF and its Chief 
Ministers had completely surrendered to the RSS-backed BJP for whatever political 
power or money was given to them, without exercising their God given wisdom, 
courage or question.

The NPF party under the cover of regional identity turned agent of this 
communal force by facilitating the BJP’s ideologies and principles in the minds 
of young generations thereby posing a major threat to our identity, religion and 
social practices. They are now fulfilling the dream to plant the Trishul in the heart 
of Nagaland.

In Manipur, BJP announced to have severed all ties with NPF but BJP was the 
first one to have invited NPF to join the minority Government in Manipur after the 
election results were declared.

Having indulged in all the above and in order to hoodwink the secular voters, 
NPF similarly declared in the local newspapers to sever all ties with the BJP on 16th 
Jan., 2018, but we all know after election they will again come together singing 
chorus of 40 years’ association. If they are honest, their Lok Sabha and Rajya 
Members should also withdraw support to the NDA Government led by the BJP at 
the centre and sit in the Opposition Bench to defend Christians from persecution 
and also defend the interests of the people. However, they continue to support 
the BJP at the centre and in Manipur state Government. Congress stands by the 
ideology of secularism under which policy, freedom of religion and minorities to 
prosper and pursue happiness in life are assured.

Nagaland was born out of the need of freedom of religion, customs, culture, 
social practices and food habits. We shall continue to treasure, protect and defend 
them for these are our identity and future.

4. NAGA POLITICAL SOLUTION
The Congress Party stands strongly behind the will of the people of Nagaland 

and strived hard to bring all stakeholders of the Naga Political Solution together 
to negotiate for an honourable solution. Shri. Lal Bahadur Shastri and Smti. Indira 
Gandhi initiated discussions. Shri. Rajiv Gandhi made it a national issue and offered 
for negotiation without any precondition. The Narasimha Rao Government even held 
negotiations outside the country in Amsterdam, Holland, to ensure steady progress. 
Shri. Rajiv Gandhi could arrive at similar Agreements in Punjab, Assam-Bodo issues 
and in Mizoram beside international Agreement in Sri Lanka, on Tamils issues. For 
reasons best known to all, the final accord was delayed. Shunning violence the NSCN 
(IM) has taken up the path of negotiations with the GoI and with the emergence 
of the Modi regime, signed the 3rd August  2015 Framework Agreement. However, 
nothing more is known.

The NPF has no political will to resolve the issue in its last 15 years but 
prolonged it to continue in power.
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It is sad that NPF-BJP alliance led the society to dangerously change from 
inherent characters of honesty and hospitality to corruption and arrogance; 
from self-content and celebration to deficit and begging; and from head hunting 
warriors to cowardly taxpayers of parallel Govts. No development took place as the 
state was over administered by too many authorities making the common man the 
ultimate victim and this is continuing for too long.

On the contrary, Congress Party appreciates all stakeholders in this important 
issue for their cooperation. We also appreciate the Working Committee of 6 NPGs 
for joining the negotiations. We appeal to NNC (Adino) and NSCN (K) to join the 
path of negotiations. Together, we can find a permanent solution that ensures 
peace, security and overall economic and social development in Nagaland. We 
believe in the inclusive solution and the most important are the rural stakeholders.

Political solution has been the top agenda for Congress since its inception. 
We stand by the resolution adopted in 1972 at Pfutsero NNO Convention, the 
forerunner of NPCC, that the party will endeavour to solve the Naga political problem 
through peaceful and Constitutional means.

We are optimistic that under the leadership of Shri. Rahul Gandhi, the political 
problem will be resolved, for the history is in his blood.

5. TRANSPARENCY IN GOVERNANCE
With the wish of the people, when Congress Govt. is established, utmost 

transparency would be exhibited in Govt. spending on various schemes. Powers will 
be decentralized for better administration and implementation of development and 
welfare schemes. For the easy understanding of the common man, every month, funds 
received by the Govt. through various sources and the expenditure incurred by various 
departments and also the scheme-wise beneficiaries would be uploaded online 
department-wise within 15 days of the succeeding month, for public knowledge.
i) The department Heads of the Govt. will meticulously review the progress of 

schemes under them and immediate corrective actions would be taken to 
cover up back-logs.

ii)  Every Department will have a monitoring cell at the State level with ¾ of the 
members drawn from the public to review the schemes under implementation 
and the meeting of this cell will take place once in three months.

iii) Congress Party will establish Lokayukta within 6 months.
iv) Congress Government shall re-establish traditional relations with all 

neighbouring states on the principles of mutual co-existence including with 
our neighbouring country Myanmar. 

6. CLEAN ELECTION AND ELECTORAL REFORMS
a) Clean election has been the dream of our Churches. The Congress party is 

seriously concerned over rampant electoral malpractices and corruption. One 
of the root causes is failure to enforce the Representation of the People Act, 
1952. There are more than 30% bogus votes, these votes are manipulated by 
power and money. 
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b) Congress Government shall move for complete new enumeration.
c) Congress Government also shall restore clean election by enforcing the 

Election Acts effectively.
d) To provide Clean Election, NPCC has filed a Writ Petition in the Gauhati High 

Court, Kohima Bench praying for use of ballot paper or VVPAT (Voter Verifiable 
Paper Audit Trail) in the coming election. Honourable High Court has given 
directive in favour of NPCC directing CEO and ECI to use VVPAT in all the polling 
stations in Nagaland. 

e) However, people do not trust any type of machine. Even VVPATs have not 
convinced people, it is only signature or thumb impression on Ballot Paper 
that can be trusted. We will continue to fight for ballot paper.

f) Nagaland State Assembly: In recent time NLA has lost its glory and 
meaningfulness. They assemble just to fulfil the Constitutional provisions to 
legally draw and misappropriate public funds. Even Question Hour has no 
questions. After 8 Congress MLAs’ defection to join NPF-BJP Government in the 
name of political solution, the 12th Assembly is without Opposition. This situation 
has compromised all kinds of corruption and has given rise to battles amongst all 
ruling MLAs for lucrative departments either as Minister, Advisors or Parliamentary 
Secretaries while even party workers were appointed with Cabinet status.

g) Congress does not approve of defection. It is betrayal of the trust of the people.
h) We shall take up amendment of Art 164 (1A) as the existing limitation of 

Ministers to 15% has failed to serve the purpose.
i) 10th Schedule has miserably failed to serve its purpose in stopping defection 

in the states. Given opportunity to rule in the nation, NPCC shall move to AICC 
for amendment of the bill.

j) NPCC is supreme in its party Affairs in Nagaland. We shall provide a strong 
deterrent Clause in the NPCC Constitution to prohibit defections of elected 
Members.

7. WOMEN PARTICIPATION
Our women have played very important roles and always occupy a special 

place in domestic, social and economic spheres of the Naga way of life. With 
advances in science, education and religion, our women too are second to none 
in the competitive world. The pro-active role of women in Naga society is well 
recognised and their active participation in decision making deserves a rightful 
place. Women have risen and they are providing better governance in their 
respective departments especially in Local Self Governance bodies. There is also 
lesser known corruption with women. The Congress party shall address women 
issues as equal stake-holders. Naga women are employed full-time without salary 
in respective households and social activities. Women have inborn talents and 
qualities in the professions of marketing, chef, design, hospitality services and 
healthy environment. We shall facilitate and enable them by providing greater 
participation in the Local Self Government. Congress stands by our commitment 
to 33% women reservation.
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8. ECONOMY AND FINANCE
The total economy of the state is in shambles. NPF-BJP Government has no 

funds to meet its salary bills and day-to-day expenses. Many contractors are not 
being paid for works done. The Bureaucrats and Heads of Departments are hesitant 
to initiate any work for want of funds. The Bureaucracy is in disarray and premiere 
services like IAS, IPS, NCS, NPS, etc. who have experiences in the field are undermined. 
Financial Mismanagement
i) NPF’s 15 years of mismanagement has destroyed the financial health of 

Nagaland. The State funds are robbed through false bills and vouchers, salaries 
are drawn in the name of bogus employees.

ii) The entire state’s budget vanishes without any significant addition of 
infrastructure or development.

iii)  Payments are made for the roads never laid, the stadia never repaired and the 
hospitals never cleaned.

iv) All welfare scheme funds provided by the central Govt. are siphoned off 
systematically.

v) Schemes and funds under Civil Supplies, MGNREGA, Social Welfare, SSA, RMSA, 
NHMS and Agriculture did not reach intended beneficiaries in full.

vi)  NPF Govt. started with 18 Crs. surplus budget in 2003-04. Today we have 
landed in an admitted deficit of 1657.87 Crs. Debt servicing in 2003-04 was 
about 240 Crs. which is now over 1100 Crs annually. 
The alarming reckless borrowing of the Govt. indicates its irresponsible 

financial management that is landing the state in a debt trap forever.
NPF-BJP Alliance propagates unrealistic hope of Centre-State government 

relations for development. Factually, during the last three and half years of NPF-BJP 
rule, Nagaland State has not received any special assistance under Plan or Non-
plan. Evidently, one of the reasons of this alliance with the anti-Christian and anti-
minority communal BJP is to shelter their corrupt crimes.

Congress appeals to all right thinking citizens to disassociate from Hindutva 
politics and save Nagaland.
i)  The Congress party will take every step to develop the economy and ensure 

money circulation.
9. DECENTRALIZATION OF POWERS

The Constitution clearly defines the Three Pillars of democracy- the Legislative, 
the Executive and the Judiciary, which Congerss will follow in letter and spirit. 
Honourable Members will legislate laws in the interests of people. The Executive 
will carry out the programs and the Judiciary is expected to deliver justice.
10. SPECIAL PLAN FOR ENPO AREA DEVELOPMENT
Congress recognises that there is disparity in economic and educational 
developments in the ENPO areas, therefore, we shall constitute a High-Powered 
Committee (HPC) to consider the followings:
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i) For rapid development of the ENPO areas, “Special Economic Development 
Plan”, shall be drawn up according to the present and future needs of the 
areas. Special mechanism shall be designed for effective implementation of 
both administrative and economic development.

ii) A separate Mini-Secretariat under which Special Development Board shall 
be established to carry out and monitor all the plans and schemes under the 
Special Economic Development Plan.

iii) All schools from Primary to Middle level in the region will receive special 
attention for infrastructure development.

iv) Appointment of teachers will be decentralised to respective DEO.

11. DEMONETIZATION
Sabka Sath Sabka Vikas – is a hollow statement of BJP. In reality BJP is meant 

for development of a few corporate houses. This has become true in their act of 
Demonetization whereby they destabilized the economy of the country and 
committed day time murder of more than 150 honest poor citizens at the bank 
doors where they demanded their honest money. Dr. Manmohan Singh, a world 
class economist and former Prime Minister of India said, “Demonetization is a 
monumental blunder, organized loot and legalized plunder”. Demonetization 
ruined the rural economy and brought down the country’s production by 2% 
(3 Lakh Crores Rupees). It had helped the rich corporate houses and counterfeit 
currency dealers to convert their ill-gotten black money into white as almost the 
entire 500 and 1000 denomination notes were returned to RBI.

Shri. Arun Shouri a BJP Leader compared Demonetization to suicide and called 
it the largest money laundering scheme in the world. Shri. Modi’s bluff to eradicate 
black money and counterfeit currency has been proved. The NPF leadership with its 
lust to hang on in power blindly supported demonetization without knowing the 
devastating impact that was to follow.

12. ECONOMIC DICTATORSHIP
Nagaland is one among the Special Status States under Article 371-A of the 

Constitution. The Planning Commission of India was vested with the powers of 
identifying development schemes and allocating funds to the States. The BJP 
Govt. with the intention of concentrating the powers with the Prime Minister and 
Finance Minister, dismantled the Planning Commission and established NITI AYOG 
as a mere think tank institution without any power for allocating funds. Therefore, 
it is evident that the main objective of disbanding Planning Commission is to 
strangle the freedom of self determination of States and to rule through Economic 
Dictatorship.

The Prime Minister recently announced Rs. 90,000 Crs. for North-East 
Road Connectivity. He has made similar announcements in Bihar, Jammu 
& Kashmir and Gujarat Elections, and they remain as mere announcements 
without any release of funds.

Penalties for not maintaining minimum balance: Without knowing the 
impact, the NPF-BJP Alliance Government has appreciated demonetisation which 
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has completely ruined rural thriving economy. They also encourage cashless 
economy without providing required infrastructures. They have encouraged 
people to open zero balance bank accounts and later enforced a minimum balance 
to be maintained in the account from Rs. 2000 to 5000/-. SBI is proud to claim that 
they have collected Rs. 235 Crores from penalties in the first quarter of 2017-18 for 
not maintaining minimum balance, penalising the poor farmers and students. The 
latest report says SBI has collected a total of Rs. 1771 crores as fines till the end of 
the second quarter for 2017-18.

The Congress Party pledges to fight to remove such treacherous law 
through INC Members in Parliament.

13. AGRICULTURE
NPF-BJP Govt. ignored agriculture resulting in declined growth rate of 

agriculture production. Farmers are the neglected lot in Nagaland as they are 
neither cared for, nor heard. BJP failed in its promise to provide them Minimum 
Support Price (MSP) with 50% profit. It is an irony that NPF is asking what is MSP? 
and for BJP, election promise is yet another Jumla (Joke).
Congress Party pledges to provide:

1. Minimum Support Price (MSP) to enable farmers to get a minimum of 30% 
profit.

2. Incentive for cash crops: Coffee, Rubber, Cardamom, Pepper, etc, which are 
long term assets for farmers, lasting for 40-50 years.

3. Special loans at low rates of interest for Agro based industries
4. Land reforms to bring large area under cultivation.
5. Cold Storage for farmers to store their produce and later sell for higher 

prices.
6. Marketing:

To market organic agricultural products, Congress Government will plan 
to export its products to Delhi and Dubai. Congress Government shall also 
plan rail and air transport for the goods.

14. ROADS
i) There is no road fit to travel. It is a matter of shame that Nagaland ranks top for 

worst roads in the Country. NPF Government has not even been able to repair 
potholes. Congress Government shall provide All-Weather Roads connected to 
all District HQs.

ii) Road traffic congestion especially at Kohima and Dimapur and the 
resultant loss of working hours are a major concern. Congress Govt. shall 
endeavour to ease traffic problems at the earliest.

15. TRANSPORT:
Congress Government shall reform the transport system keeping in 

mind to generate employment opportunities. We shall remove all illegal 
collections in the gates, streamline public transportation costs and improve 
transportation routes.
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16. POWER
The present requirement of power for Nagaland is 140 MW only. NPF in its 

15 years of uninterrupted rule added a meagre 2-3 MW power generation.  There 
is a shortfall of more than 80% warranting frequent load shedding. The NPF 
Government publishes MOU signing ceremonies for power plants, but neither 
does the power come, nor, do transmission lines exist. Peoples’ agony reached the 
level of requesting the NPF-BJP Government to at least announce schedule of load-
shedding to adjust their lifestyle accordingly.

Congress Government assures to harness all sources of power. We shall ensure 
stable power supply. To augment urgent power supply we shall consider, 
thermal and solar power station. For long term we shall take up Dikhu Hydro 
Project 186 MW, Tizu-Zungki 150 MW, Lower Tizu Valley Hydro Project 40MW,  
Zungki HEP 24 MW, Tizu Valley Hydro Project 15MW and Telam HEP 2.4 MW.

17. WATER
All Towns and villages in Nagaland face drinking water shortage. NPF-BJP 

Government left it to nature to solve the problem while false records are created 
for expenditure.

Congress Government pledges to conduct a systematic survey and match 
water resources and requirements. Accordingly, mini and major water schemes 
would be prioritized to augment water supply. Nagaland has high rainfall and 
the summer surplus rain water shall be harvested. Under P.H.E. Dept., Water and 
Sanitation (WATSAN) Committee in rural areas will be strengthened to maintain 
uninterrupted water supply. 

18. EDUCATION
i) Rampant corruption by NPF-BJP Government in education department with 

bogus list of teaching staff salary coupled with backdoor appointments of 
under-qualified teaching staff has become their hallmark.

ii) Education is becoming unaffordable for the families in middle and lower 
economic strata.

iii) Congress Govt. will clean up the mess in Education Department within 1 year.
iv) List of staff in every institution will be displayed in the place of work.
v) In schools and colleges, employment would be made following transparent 

selection procedures.
vi) Smart Classrooms will be established in all the schools using electronic media, 

to enable all students get the same quality education. A central Classroom will 
be telecast live to schools across the state to achieve this objective.

vii) Technical Seats under Joint Entrance Exam (JEE) shall be increased to 3000 seats.
viii) Intake of Agricultural University shall be improved to 300.
ix) Overseas study scholarships will be enhanced for post graduate studies.
x) Downgraded High Schools shall be restored after addressing the underlying 

problems.
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19. INDUSTRY
i) NPF-BJP Government registered zero industrial growth.
ii) Considering the mountainous terrain, it may be difficult to develop medium 

and heavy industries. However, with the weather conditions and availability 
of manpower besides agricultural produce, it is possible to establish small 
industries / agro based industries with local raw materials. The climatic 
conditions favour ‘Low Volume Hi-tech Industries’: Watches / fine instruments, 
electronic gadgets, etc.

iii) SIDBI and NIDC would be activated to identify suitable industries and fund 
them at low rates of interest added with special investment subsidies.

iv) Congress govt. shall develop tourism destinations and its logistic support to 
generate employment and boost the economy.

20. HEALTH CARE 
Congress Govt. pledges:
i) To upgrade Govt. hospitals in Two years.
ii) Cashless Health Care Card:

This scheme will be introduced immediately wherein the Govt. will issue 
Cashless Health Care Cards free of cost to every family. This would be accepted in 
all empanelled multi specialty hospitals across the country to treat the patients free 
of cost, for all kinds of diseases. 

21. YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
It is the responsibility of any Govt. to provide employment, but, the NPF-BJP 

Govt. miserably failed leading to unemployment of a staggering 75,000 educated 
youth as listed on the Rolls of the Employment Exchange.

To remove backdoor appointments, nepotism and bias, Congress Government 
shall streamline to provide free and fair recruitment system by reviewing 
department service selection boards and NPSC.
Congress Party pledges:
i) Skill Development in potential trades linking with gainful employment.
ii) Rs. 3,000 unemployment allowance per month for educated unemployed youth.
iii)  Rs. 50,000 employment guarantee fund to school and college drop outs who 

have undergone Skill development Training.
iv) To remove the obstacles faced by entrepreneurs in obtaining required funds 

for starting businesses from financial institutions and nationalized banks. If 
necessary, we shall consider legislating a law to facilitate loans.

v) Provide grant-in-aid assistance for students studying in leading educational 
institutions across X & Y category cities in India.

vi) Laptops / Tabs to meritorious students from Class XII onwards.
vii) Music and Sports are part of life for youth in Nagaland. Therefore, centres 
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in all districts with an investment of Rs. 10 Crs. would be established to 
promote contemporary music, sports & games, gym and IT clubs, for self-
development.

viii) Naga student support centres at Delhi, Gurgaon, Bangalore, Chennai, Kolkata, 
Mumbai and Hyderabad, where they are concentrated.

ix) Student/Youth Foreign exchange programs for Development of young Naga 
leaders.

Congress will strive to nominate 50% youth in the Assembly Election.
22. POVERTY REDUCTION
Congress Government shall:
i) Implement Food Security Act and provide ration cards to all entitled house-

holds ensuring delivery of rice, wheat, sugar and S.K. Oil at FCI rate every month.
ii) Ensure that 100% MGNREGA wages reach the job card holders through Direct 

Cash Transfer system. The schemes of MGNREGA shall be changed to the 
needs of the farmers.  Job Card Holders will be employed in their agricultural 
activities.

iii) Implement National Flagship schemes as promised by the UPA, with political will.
iv) Endeavour to create self-sufficiency in vegetarian and dressed non-vegetarian 

food products.
23. VISIT TO HOLY LAND
By an Act of the State Government, a Board will be established to facilitate 
minorities to visit the Holy land (Jerusalem) at a subsidized cost.
24. WOMEN & CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Congress Govt. pledges:
i) House for families without own house
ii) SHGs would be provided a grant of Rs. 1 lac
iii) Soft Loans to women to start small enterprises
iv) Teachers, nurses / healthcare staff, hospitality and IT professionals will be 

assisted for overseas employment.
25. WIDOWS AND SENIOR CITIZENS
i) Widows and Senior Citizens will be provided a social security monthly grant of 

Rs. 1,000/-
ii) Old Age Homes with all facilities including good food and library, club, garden, 

TV room would be established at important places to make them comfortable.

26. MINORITY PARTICIPATION
To enable Kuki, Kachari and Garo communities to participate in the 

process of decision-making, Congress Govt. will provide representative(s) in 
Urban Local Bodies and State Assembly through nomination.
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27. EX-SERVICEMEN EMPOWERMENT:
i) Existing 5% job Reservation in State Police force at Group C and D Levels to be 

implemented in letter and spirit. Notional Rank to protect the last rank held in service.
ii) Jobs for dependents of battle casusalties.
iii) Strengthening directorate of Sainik Welfare

28. NAGALAND VILLAGE COUNCIL ACT & NAGALAND MUNICIPAL ACT:
Congress Government pledges:
i) To review these Acts to ensure effective administration to the local self-

governments.
ii) To provide honorarium and daily sitting allowances to GBs, VC and VDB 

Members.
iii) To ensure to effectively use the VGs and also to increase their salaries to 

Rs. 15,000 as per the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court order.
29. RETIREMENT POLICY, PENSION SERVICES
i)  Congress Government shall review retirement policy. Pension papers shall 

be delivered along with the release order. Besides, Congress shall review the 
retirement policy and pension system.

ii) Suitable laws shall be enacted to provide pension for all employees under the 
Government, Church, Private Industries, Companies, Corporates including 
labourers.

iii) Congress Government shall appoint a High Powered Committee to review 
service rules of all categories of employees to remove discrepancies therein.

30. CLIMATE CHANGE
Nagaland is already experiencing changes in agricultural patterns and 

extended changes in weather patterns. It is only a matter of time before the hard 
impacts of Climate Change on human population are felt. 
1) Clean, Green and Renewable energy will be given importance alongside 

Climate friendly undertakings.
2) We shall endeavour to formulate Policies to reduce the Carbon Footprint of 

governance and development.
3) We shall encourage biodiversity conservation and endeavour to realise 

Carbon Credit benefits to the eligible communities.
4) We shall further formulate Mitigation and Adaption Strategies in consultation 

with subject experts.
31. EVALUATIONS

Evaluation of performance is important to keep strategies updated. We shall 
evaluate the performance of all departments to develop strategies and take the 
state to higher levels.

WE DO MORE THAN WE SAY
WE SAY LESS THAN WE DO.
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